Abstract— Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) can be used in transportation, power plants and distributed generation due to high power density and fast speed of operation. Dynamic modeling of fuel cells is a primary need for performance assessment studies of real-time and controller design. Some new models of Simulink use artificial intelligence for making graph output model. Neural network is one of these models. Neural network just uses input – output data that has obtained in several experiments and does not need to set all the parameters. In this paper, first, the PEMFC has been simulated using feedforward neural networks. This network has been trained using different algorithms and the results were compared to determine the appropriate algorithm by MADM methods. Then the effect of destructive signal on the neural network is developing a suitable adaptive filter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, because of rising price of fossil fuels, new sources of energy such as solar and wind power become more popular. These energies are cheaper and generate less pollution to the environment. Fuel cells are static converters that directly convert chemical energy of fuel into electrical energy, in form of DC. High efficiency, good reliability, low noise and pollution are important characteristics of fuel cells that make these sources suitable for various applications. The important applications of fuel cells are power plant applications, military, transportation, Combined Heat and power production (CHP) and etc. Among the existing fuel cells, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) show a good potential in military applications and related application to Distributed Generations (DG). PEMFCs are very widely used and reasonable for transportation, plants and backup generation due to high density and fast operating speed. Dynamic modeling of fuel cells is a primary need for performance assessment, controller design and real-time studies. For dynamic modeling of fuel cells, there are three major platforms: 1 - White box modeling: These models are also known to mathematical models [1, 2]. 2 - Gray box modeling: these models were used for setting and diagnosis parameters and mass factors [3]. 3 - Black box modeling [4]. To provide a complete electrochemical model, electrochemical equations are used to model fuel cells for wide range of applications. This modeling approach requires some information that is not available for electrical engineers. A simple method for Simulation is using experimental data which are obtained through various tests. But in this method, the response of model is limited to the input data range. Some new methods of modeling uses artificial intelligence for modeling output graph. One of these methods is using artificial neural networks. Artificial neural network just uses input - output data that has obtained in multiple experiments and does not need to set all the parameters. Mathematical models are based on mathematical equations, chemical, electrochemical and physical analysis. For such modeling Nernst equation, the activation, resistance and concentration losses and the transfer equations of mass and heat are generally used [1, 2]. Mathematical models are divided to One-dimensional models, two-dimensional and three dimensional models. One-dimensional models are not accurate enough for all kind of studies, especially studies of energy, chemical and etc. [5]. However, models with two and three dimensions have good answers for most of studies, but excessive complexity of these models, requires much memory and time for calculation that led to less usage of this [6,7]. In [8] static model based on artificial neural networks is proposed but the important parameters for modeling and training algorithm are not presented in this reference and effect of destructive signal was not examined. Also the suitable algorithm for modeling does not presented. In this paper, at first the modeling of PEMFC using Feedforward neural network and based on different training algorithms is presented and Outputs and various algorithms performance are compared to each other to determine the appropriate algorithm for simulation of a PEMFC. Then destructive signal is applied to the input of neural network and performance of network is evaluated. At the end the effect of destructive signal on neural network output is reduced by defining an adaptive filter and performance of different algorithms are evaluated.

II. PEMFC

Fuel cells with polymer electrolyte are one of the five different kinds of fuel cells that are attended for plant and distributed generation uses due to high power density (1400 watt.lit-1) and are considered as an alternative for internal
combustion engines. An electrolyte is a substance that is decomposed to positive and negative ions in the presence of water and the obtained soluble is electrically conductive. But the electrolyte that is used in PEMFC is a membrane organic matter with ion-exchange properties that made of sulfonic acid polymer or polymer impregnated with fluorine. In fact, in this cell type electrolyte is a kind of plastic that composed of polymer molecules and is named membrane. Polymer electrolyte membrane according to the characteristics of electrolytes is an unusual electrolyte. Because in presence of water that is absorbed quickly by the membrane, Negative ions kept in the electrolyte structure and only free positive ions move along the membrane for transferring positive charge. For this reason polymer membrane is also called proton exchange membrane. Hydrogen ion transportation across the membrane from anode to cathode forms polymer fuel cells basis. Polymer electrolytes are different, but Nafion TM is used in most of them. The thickness of this kind of membrane is 50 to 175 microns. Since the membrane is made of an organic material, the proton exchanger polymer is not able to conduct electrons. This feature makes the membrane non-conductive electrically. Since electrons cannot move through membrane, an external connector is used in order to move them from one side of cell to another. The membrane has High ionic conductivity; very low gas permeability and chemical and thermal stability in cell function temperature. Also in terms of mechanical properties is solid and is not sensitive to moisture (Fig.1).

Since polymer fuel cells have low function temperature, catalyst is used in their construction. The best catalysts are platinum and other neutral metals, which a very minor amount of them is deposited on porous carbon. The presence of Porosity in electrolyte makes penetration of reactants so easy. The basic point for producing electricity current or flow of electrons by fuel cell is wide dispersion of the catalyst on the electrode surface. Both carbon and platinum conduct electrons, so the produced electrons can leave electrode easily [9].

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN)

A neural network (NN), in the case of artificial neurons called artificial neural network (ANN) or simulated neural network (SNN), is an interconnected group of natural or artificial neurons that uses a mathematical or computational model for information processing based on a connectionist approach to computation. In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that changes its structure based on external or internal information that flows through the network. In more practical terms neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling or decision making tools. They can be used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data. In these networks, design of data structures is done by help of programming knowledge and can act as neurons. It is said nodes to this data structure. Then a network will be created between the nodes and this network trains with a training algorithm. In this neural network or memory, nodes have two modes; active mode (clear or 1) or disable (Off or 0) and each edge (synapses or connections between nodes) has a weight. Edges with positive weight, activate next inactive nodes and edges have negative weight, disabled or inhibited the next node (if was activated) [10].

A. ANN Structure

Components of a neural network are layers and weights. Network behavior also depends on the relationship between components. In general, there are three kinds of neurons layers in neural networks:

- **Input layer**: accepts raw data that is fed to the network.
- **Hidden layers**: the inputs and the related weights between input and hidden layers determine the performance of hidden layers. Actually what specifies hidden layers activation time is weights between input units and hidden layers.
- **Output layer**: the performance of output units depends on hidden unit activities and weights between hidden and output units.

There are single-layer and multi-layer networks, single-layer organization in which all units are connected to just one layer is more popular and has more computing potential than multi-layer organization. In multilayer organization units are numbered by layers (rather than pursuing national numbers). Both layers of a network are associated by weights. There are different kinds of connection in neural network:

- **Feedforward**: Most links are classified in this group, in which signals flows in one direction. There is no feedback loop from input to output. Output of Each layer has no effect on the same layer.
- **Backward**: there is a feedback which transfers data from above layer nodes to bottom layer nodes.
- **Accessories**: output of nodes in each layer, is used as nodes input of the same layer [11].

B. Feedforward Neural Networks

Feedforward networks often have one or more hidden layers of sigmoid neurons and they use a linear final layer. Presence of several layers of neurons with a nonlinear transfer function will allow the network to learn linear and non-linear relationship between input and output. Linear output layer allow to the network that have the desired output in any area.
C. Feedforward Neural Networks Training

The important feature of any neural network is its ability to learn from environment and enhance its performance. A neural network can find a better understanding of the environment by repeating training. In other words after each iteration, knowledge of network from environment can be improved. The process training requires some examples of expected behavior of the network that include input and network object. In this article this pair is current-voltage pair that is expected to be obtained at the fuel cell output. During training process, weights and bias of Feedforward network must be set to minimum network performance. In the Following training algorithms of Feedforward networks are examined. All these functions use performance function gradient to adjust the weight and bias. The training algorithm can be divided into two general categories:

1) Heuristic techniques: are used in first category, Exploration in these algorithms is based on standard descent performance analysis algorithm. These methods include: variable learning rate, resilient backpropagation, Gradient descent with momentum.

2) The second category uses standard numerical optimization techniques. These techniques include the following three categories:

- Conjugate gradient technique including: Fletcher-Reeves, Polak-Ribiere, Gradient Descent, Powell-Beale, Scaled conjugate.
- Quasi-Newton: the two algorithms one step secant, BFGS conjugate, Polak-Ribiere, Gradient Descent, Powell-Beale, Scaled conjugate.

In the following a fuel cell simulation is performed using these algorithms and the results are examined to determine the appropriate algorithm to simulate a fuel cell.

IV. SIMULATION

In this section, the neural networks performance and training algorithms in a PEMFC simulation are examined. For training the neural network the voltage and current corresponding to the experimental test are used. In this test temperature and pressure are kept constant. While the current drawn from the fuel cell increases from zero to 1.2 amperes, output voltage is measured. For simulation all conditions are the same for all networks and so we can compare results.

A. Algorithms Performance Evaluation

Using SCC, MSE, ME indices, errors of training algorithms in simulation are evaluated. These indices are defined as follows.

\[ ME = \max |V_{\text{act},i} - V_{\text{pre},i}| \] (1)
\[ MSE = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} (V_{\text{act},i} - V_{\text{pre},i})^2 \] (2)
\[ SCC = \frac{SS_{\text{err}}}{SS_{\text{tot}}} \] (3)
\[ SS_{\text{err}} = \sum_{i=1}^{T} (V_{\text{act},i} - V_{\text{pre},i})^2 \] (4)
\[ SS_{\text{tot}} = \sum_{i=1}^{T} (V_{\text{act},i} - V_{\text{act}})^2 \] (5)

In the above equations \( V_{\text{act},i} \) is real value of output voltage in the i-th point and \( V_{\text{pre},i} \) is the model output and T determines the number of points of test data. MSE, ME and SCC that are closer to zero determine better ability to predict output voltage. In addition to these parameters time of training is proposed as an indicator of performance evaluation and shorter training time is more desired.

For analysis of different training algorithms based on these four parameters, and selecting the best algorithm we have to Multi Attribute Decision Making (MADM) methods. Actually we want to consider four criteria; (ME, MSE, SCC, Time) and twelve alternatives and show the best algorithm by MADM method. There are different methods for solving a MADM problem. In this paper Entropy Ranking Technique (ERT) and Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) has been used. A brief review on ERT method is discussed in the following.

B. Entropy Method

Entropy is a criterion in information theory that explains the uncertainly in a discrete distribution function \((P_i)\). This uncertainly could be formulated as follows [12]:

\[ E = -K \sum_{i=1}^{m} [P_i - \ln P_i] \quad 0 \leq E \leq 1 \] (7)

In which: \( K > 0 \) is a positive constant.

The entropy technique could be used to evaluate the criteria in a MADM model. Suppose a decision matrix, \( D \), as follows:

\[
D = \begin{bmatrix}
X_{i1} & \ldots & \ldots & X_{in} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots \\
X_{m1} & \ldots & \ldots & X_{mn}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where:

\( X_{ij} = \) Performance of \( i \)-th alternative, regarding \( j \)-th criterion.

Each element of decision matrix could be normalized as:

\[ P_{ij} = \frac{X_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} X_{ij}} \] (8)

Then \( E_j \) could be calculated as:

\[ E_j = -K \sum_{i=1}^{m} [P_{ij} - \ln P_{ij}] \quad \forall j \] (9)

in which \( k = (\ln m)^{-1} \).

Now deviation degree \( (d_j) \) according to \( j \)-th criterion is:

\[ d_j = 1 - E_j \] (10)

Finally, the weigh for each criterion, \( W_j \), will be calculated as:
\[
W_j = \frac{d_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} d_j} \quad (11)
\]

In this study we have 12 alternatives and 4 criteria. By using above equations \( W_j \) has been calculated for different criteria. Now, Simple Additive Weighing (SAW) according to \( i \)-th alternative (algorithm) is as (12). Lower amount of SAW shows better performance of algorithm.

\[
SAW_i = \sum W_j \times \chi_{ij} \quad (12)
\]

Table 1 provides results of PEMFC simulation with different neural network training algorithms for Feedforward network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>SCC</th>
<th>SWA</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic techniques</td>
<td>variable learning rate</td>
<td>13.8851</td>
<td>0.0498</td>
<td>5.6353e-004</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>6.7139</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resilient backpropagation</td>
<td>7.1360</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>3.4524</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gradient descent with momentum</td>
<td>7.0230</td>
<td>0.2266</td>
<td>0.0203</td>
<td>0.5070</td>
<td>3.4972</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical optimization techniques</td>
<td>Gradient Descent</td>
<td>7.1306</td>
<td>0.1082</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.3077</td>
<td>3.5020</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fletcher-Reeves</td>
<td>1.4437</td>
<td>0.0701</td>
<td>8.4179e-004</td>
<td>0.0646</td>
<td>0.7157</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polak-Ribiere</td>
<td>1.4159</td>
<td>0.0764</td>
<td>9.7584e-004</td>
<td>0.0726</td>
<td>0.7043</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Powell-Beale</td>
<td>7.1360</td>
<td>0.0497</td>
<td>4.7816e-004</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
<td>3.4563</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scaled conjugate gradient</td>
<td>10.0581</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>8.9637e-005</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>4.8576</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi Newton</td>
<td>BFGS</td>
<td>7.5714</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
<td>6.5235e-005</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>3.6572</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One step secant</td>
<td>19.2420</td>
<td>0.0669</td>
<td>7.7992e-004</td>
<td>0.0616</td>
<td>9.3043</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levenberg-Marquardt</td>
<td>2.1779</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>6.0893e-005</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>1.0542</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bayesian Regulation</td>
<td>4.2975</td>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>6.1232e-005</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>2.0771</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigh of each criterion (( W_j ))</td>
<td>0.1421</td>
<td>0.2385</td>
<td>0.1368</td>
<td>0.4826</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. PEMFC Simulation in presence of Destructive Signal

In some cases we need to train networks online with data obtained from experiments and predict the behavior of fuel cells in electrical network simultaneously. The problem occurs when we make mistake in transmitting data signal between measurement instruments and PC which, we use this data to train networks. Actually presence of noise and destructive signal has effect on network performance. In this situation the result of simulation is inappropriate. Therefore it is necessary to examine effect of destructive signal on fuel cell output. For assessing the performance of various neural network models, random destructive signal added to input data. This data are random variable. According to the previous section, the five training algorithms that had the best performance and function are selected and their performance evaluated in presence of destructive signal. These algorithms are: Polak-Ribiere, Fletcher-Reeves, Levenberg-Marquardt, Bayesian Regulation and Resilient Backpropagation. Neural network output in presence of this signal have been shown in Figures 2 to 6. In this figures the blue curve shows experimental data output, the red curve shows neural network output regardless of destructive signal and the green curve shows the network output with regarding destructive.

As it is clear, destructive signal has impact on ANN performance. Although the effect of this signal on the output, is various in different algorithms, but is high in all of them and thus the results are not appropriate. Therefore, a method for improving network performance in the presence of destructive signal is necessary. The next section describes an example of such method.

Neural network output in presence of this signal have been shown in Figures 2 to 6. In this figures the blue curve shows experimental data output, the red curve shows neural network output regardless of destructive signal and the green curve shows the network output with regarding destructive.

As it is clear, destructive signal has impact on ANN performance. Although the effect of this signal on the output, is various in different algorithms, but is high in all of them and thus the results are not appropriate. Therefore, a method for improving network performance in the presence of destructive signal is necessary. The next section describes an example of such method.

C. PEMFC Simulation in presence of Destructive Signal

In some cases we need to train networks online with data obtained from experiments and predict the behavior of fuel cells in electrical network simultaneously. The problem occurs when we make mistake in transmitting data signal between measurement instruments and PC which, we use this data to
D. Reducing the effect of destructive signal on neural network output using adaptive filter

As it was discussed in the previous section Simulation of a fuel cell in the presence of destructive signal shows bad effect on the output and it is necessary to lessen this effect. For this aim an adaptive filter is designed for Feedforward neural network. This filter uses real data of voltage and current of fuel cells to predict interference of destructive signals on these data, and then subtracts predictive interference value from data that is used in neural network training: Hereby reduces the effect of destructive signal on the network. Now, to evaluate the effect of filter on the output, the previous neural network, is implemented with the filter and the results are given in the figures 7 to 11. In this figures the blue curve shows experimental data output and red curves shows the neural network output with adaptive filter.

Comparing the new simulation results (Figures 7 to 11) with the previous ones (Figures 2 to 6) indicates that with all training algorithms, adaptive filter performance is quite good and reduces the effect of destructive signal on ANN performance.

V. CONCLUSION

As it was stated, in order to evaluate the performance of a PEMFC, smart method (ANN) can be used. Feedforward network with several layers of neurons and a nonlinear transfer function will allow the network to learn linear and non-linear relationship between input and output, so it is an appropriate way for modeling PEMFC. There are several algorithms for training a neural network. In this paper different training algorithms are compared with training time and accuracy by MADM methods. Polak-Ribiere has the best performance and then Fletcher-Reeves, Levenberg-Marquardt, Bayesian-Regulation and Resilient-Backpropagation have shown tolerable performance. Furthermore, by applying a destructive signal to the neural network input for the five training algorithms that had the best performance it was perceived that destructive signal has bad effect on the neural network output. In order to overcome this problem and reduce the effect of destructive signal, an appropriate adaptive filter for ANN was proposed. Simulation results show the positive impact of the proposed adaptive filter on all five networks, and a great reduction in effect of destructive signal on the network output.
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Figure 5. ANN output with Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm

Figure 6. ANN output with Bayesian regularization training algorithm

Figure 7. ANN output with Resilient backpropogation training algorithm and applying adaptive filter

Figure 8. ANN output with Fletcher-Reeves training algorithm and applying adaptive filter

Figure 9. ANN output with Polak-Ribiere training algorithm and applying adaptive filter

Figure 10. ANN output with Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm and applying adaptive filter

Figure 11. ANN output with Bayesian regularization training algorithm and applying adaptive filter